
From: Nick Krembs nick.krembs@gmail.com
Subject: Re: corridor trail list--Thanks! Suggest tabulating a summary.

Date: March 1, 2019 at 9:34 AM
To: Stephen Flanders stephen.n.flanders@gmail.com
Cc: dhardyvt@gmail.com

Doug and Stephen, I've been reading and saving the email and documents being generated over the unauthorized trails
in the Norwich segment of the AT corridor. I'm thanking you both for staying actively involved with the individuals in
authority and the management documents/concepts/translations of content.

I appreciate you both, and others, for expressing opinions from time to time about how Trails should proceed and respond
to AT Management. I'm glad we all, including AT Management, can work on this at a human and neighborly level rather
than solely the federal bureaucratic model.

The grains of wheat I see among the chaff is that AT Management wants a proposal from Norwich Trails that is
reasonable for them to consider AND they want Norwich Trails to actively support and propagate their management
principals/plan. We can propose 3 or 4 trails, but we need to give them the criteria by which they will choose a maximum
of two trails to authorize as new. They will not authorize a trail for bicycles or horses.

Therefore, our proposal should be brief and clear on the ground or map (our map, since they won't give us one to use). It
should be written in our outline, not following their form with all the twists, turns and blind alleys (I suspect they would find
it refreshing to read). I like using the map Doug developed with intersection letter ID. We have to decide on the name of a
trail we want to propose because we want that name to 'stick' when it's authorized. The spreadsheets/charts help with
orderly, concise presentation; but don't try to include too much. We should present the written comments we received, but
we can't try to use them like votes. I'd like to see what you'd come up with, Steve, trying to put them in a table, in order to
summarize. And, Doug, I've read some good summary statements of all the comments that you've written.

I think the  multi use trail route (mtn. bike and horse) we ask for should cross at 5 corners, north/south between Griggs
Mtn. and Cochran property. We will have to get written permission from property owners on both sides of the corridor for a
route from Tucker Hill Rd. to 5 corners and from 5 corners along the south AT border to Newton Lane/Cossingham Trail,
continuing to Heyl Trail and Bragg Hill Rd. Road to road should be enough to satisfy the AT Management on permanent
trail connectivity to the rest of Norwich.

Those of us who committed to this group to write a proposal should discuss this thoroughly at the trails mtg (in front of the
rest of the committee)and decide how to move it forward and schedule some more meetings to craft the proposal
document.

To close, I think Jared Pendak's article https://westlebanonvalleynews-nh.newsmemory.com/  "AT Corridor in Norwich" in
the Valley News on January 27, 2019,pp 1 & 5, presented this situation/issue accurately, fairly and completely. The
attitude expressed in the last paragraph of the article is where I'd like to keep myself and everyone else.

Happy Trails, Nick
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